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ABSTRACT

The authors summarize the twenty-first-century Arctic climate simulated by NCAR’s Community Climate

System Model, version 4 (CCSM4). Under a strong radiative forcing scenario, the model simulates a much

warmer, wetter, cloudier, and stormier Arctic climate with considerably less sea ice and a fresher Arctic

Ocean. The high correlation among the variables composing these changes—temperature, precipitation,

cloudiness, sea level pressure (SLP), and ice concentration—suggests that their close coupling collectively

represents a fingerprint of Arctic climate change. Although the projected changes in CCSM4 are generally

consistent with those in other GCMs, several noteworthy features are identified. Despite more global

warming in CCSM4, Arctic changes are generally less than under comparable greenhouse forcing in CCSM3,

as represented by Arctic amplification (16% weaker) and the date of a seasonally ice-free Arctic Ocean (20

years later). Autumn is the season of the most pronounced Arctic climate change among all the primary

variables. The changes are very similar across the five ensemble members, although SLP displays the largest

internal variability. The SLP response exhibits a significant trend toward stronger extreme Arctic cyclones,

implying greater wave activity that would promote coastal erosion. Based on a commonly used definition of

the Arctic (the area encompassing the 108C July air temperature isotherm), the region shrinks by about 40%

during the twenty-first century, in conjunction with a nearly 10-K warming trend poleward of 708N. Despite

this pronounced long-term warming, CCSM4 simulates a hiatus in the secular Arctic climate trends during

a decade-long stretch in the 2040s and to a lesser extent in the 2090s. These pauses occur despite averaging

over five ensemble members and are remarkable because they happen under the most extreme greenhouse-

forcing scenario and in the most climatically sensitive region of the world.

1. Introduction

Noticeable climate change has recently emerged in the

Arctic, as evidenced by a decades-long warming trend

that has triggered a number of pronounced environmental

changes, including expanded vegetation, altered ecosys-

tems, reduced spring–summer snow cover, and declining

sea ice (Stroeve et al. 2007; Hegseth and Sundfjord 2008;

Bhatt et al. 2010; Brown et al. 2010). The retreat of the

ice pack has been particularly dramatic during summer,

culminating in the melt seasons of 2007–10 having the

four lowest ice extents on record (Perovich et al. 2010).

Because these kinds of observed changes are consistent

with the Arctic’s response to greenhouse forcing pro-

jected by climate models, there is widespread concern

that the recent behavior is a harbinger of more trans-

formative regional climate change this century that may

reverberate globally. The Arctic is considered to be the
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most climatically sensitive area in the world (Solomon

et al. 2007), and there is both observational and modeling

evidence that its secular climate trends are punctuated by

episodes of abrupt change (Alley et al. 1993; Holland et al.

2006). Accordingly, the polar and global change commu-

nities need the most reliable, up-to-date information on

model projections of impending Arctic climate change, so

that decision makers can responsibly assess the threats

and opportunities emerging in the near future.

Versions of the Community Climate System Model

(CCSM) have been used widely in studies of global and

regional climate change for a number of years, especially

version 3 (CCSM3), which was an important contribution

to the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, version 3

(CMIP3). Many research projects have utilized CCSM3

for analyzing Arctic climate, including the region’s

greenhouse-forced response with respect to sea ice, clouds,

permafrost, etc. (Bhatt et al. 2008; Lawrence et al. 2008;

Vavrus et al. 2011). Although several overview papers on

CCSM3’s performance and sensitivity appeared in a pre-

vious Journal of Climate special issue in 2006, no article

devoted specifically to Arctic climate change was included.

The present paper aims to remedy that absence by

providing the major characteristics of projected twenty-

first-century Arctic climate change in version 4 of the

model (CCSM4). Our intention is to provide an over-

view of the major climatic features that would be of

greatest interest to the global climate change commu-

nity. As such, we focus in this study on projections of

temperature, sea ice, precipitation, cloud amount, sea

level pressure, and the upper ocean, while leaving most

of the assessment of CCSM4’s simulated present-day

Arctic climate for two related papers (de Boer et al.

2012; Jahn et al. 2012). We also only consider the model

response to the strongest greenhouse forcing among the

representative concentration pathways (RCPs) being

used in the new Coupled Model Intercomparison Proj-

ect, version 5 (CMIP5). This high-end scenario is called

RCP8.5 to denote a radiative forcing anomaly of

8.5 W m22 by the year 2100, relative to preindustrial con-

ditions, caused primarily by the atmospheric CO2 con-

centration rising to slightly over 900 ppm by the end of

this century. Compared with the more familiar Special

Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES; Nakicenovic et al.

2000), this trajectory is similar to the A2 scenario,

which consisted of a radiative forcing of 8.0 W m22 by

the year 2100 (CO2 rise to 830 ppm; Meehl et al. 2007;

Meinshausen et al. 2011).

2. Model description and performance

The CCSM4 is a considerable advancement from

CCSM3 (Collins et al. 2006), with major enhancements

in all of the component models. The atmospheric com-

ponent of CCSM4 is the Community Atmosphere Model,

version 4 (CAM4). This component uses the Lin–Rood

finite-volume dynamical core (Lin 2004), employing an

atmospheric model resolution of 18 horizontally and 26

levels in the vertical. The model includes improvements

to the deep convection scheme (Richter and Rasch 2008;

Neale et al. 2008) and a ‘‘freeze dry’’ parameterization to

improve Arctic low cloud cover (Vavrus and Waliser

2008). The CAM4 model is described more fully in Neale

et al. (2011, manuscript submitted to J. Climate), and

coupled simulations from the CCSM4 model are pre-

sented in Gent et al. (2011).

The land model component of CCSM4 is the Com-

munity Land Model 4.0. New improvements include

modifications to the hydrology and canopy integrations,

as discussed in Lawrence et al. (2010, manuscript sub-

mitted to J. Adv. Model. Earth Syst.). CCSM4 uses the

Los Alamos National Laboratory Community Ice CodE

(CICE4.0; Hunke and Lipscomb 2004). New sea ice

model physics and capabilities include a shortwave ra-

diative transfer scheme that incorporates a melt pond pa-

rameterization and the deposition and cycling of aerosols

such as black carbon. These improvements are described

in Holland et al. (2012). The ocean model component uses

the Parallel Ocean Program, version 2 (POP2; Smith et al.

2010) and is described more fully in Danabasoglu et al.

(2012). Numerous improvements have been made to the

ocean mixing parameterizations and a new ocean overflow

parameterization has been incorporated to simulate the

dense flow over the Denmark Strait and Faroe–Scotland

Ridge in the North Atlantic (Danabasoglu et al. 2010).

Both the ocean (60 vertical levels) and sea ice model use

a nominally 18 grid, which includes higher meridional

resolution near the equator and has a North Pole dis-

placed into Greenland.

A comprehensive description and assessment of

CCSM4’s late twentieth-century simulation of the Arc-

tic atmosphere can be found in de Boer et al. (2012),

while a similar presentation of the simulated sea ice is

provided in Jahn et al. (2012). We summarize here some

of the major features of CCSM4’s control run that have

relevance for our study. The simulated sea ice is very

realistic with respect to the spatial patterns of ice con-

centration, extent, thickness, and multiyear ice cover-

age. In addition, the observed decreasing trend in ice

extent at the end of summer since the early 1980s is

within the spread of ensemble members. The largest bias

in the sea ice simulation is the ice motion field, due to

a Beaufort Gyre that is too weak. CCSM4 captures the

observed stratification of the upper Arctic Ocean, pro-

ducing a warm and saline Atlantic layer overlain by a

cold and fresh surface layer. The main oceanic bias is
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that the Atlantic layer is too extensive at depth, causing

temperatures to be too high below 400 m. Within the

atmosphere, the model’s surface air temperature is slightly

too cold over the Arctic in all months compared with the

40-yr European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40; generally

,2 K), but the spatial patterns and temporal variability

are well simulated. The sea level pressures are generally

too low Arctic-wide, with a severe undersimulation of

the Beaufort high during spring and autumn. However,

the model does a reasonable job of simulating other

semipermanent pressure features impacting the Arctic,

including the Siberian high and Aleutian low, although

the Icelandic low is too strong. Cloud amount over the

Arctic in CCSM4 is too low during most months (pri-

marily low clouds), with coverage only 30%–40% during

winter, resulting in an amplified annual cycle compared

with observations. The model’s shortage of clouds in the

Arctic is an extension of its underproduction of cloudi-

ness over the vast majority of the world (Kay et al. 2012).

Partially offsetting the negative cloudiness bias over the

Arctic is the model’s excessive cloud liquid water path,

which enhances the downwelling longwave radiation

and reduces the solar radiation reaching the surface. In

spite of generating too little cloudiness, the model’s

Arctic precipitation totals are greater than estimates

from observations and reanalysis, with excesses of

40%–150% over the Arctic Ocean, northern Greenland,

and northern North America.

3. Results of future simulations

Consistent with most other GCMs [(Arctic Climate

Impact Assessment) ACIA 2005], the simulated future

Arctic climate in CCSM4 becomes much warmer, wet-

ter, and cloudier, accompanied by a decrease in sea ice

and atmospheric sea level pressure (SLP). All of these

climate trends are statistically significant (95% level)

over the course of the twenty-first century and also

occurred in CCSM3 (Higgins and Cassano 2009; Deser

et al. 2010; Vavrus et al. 2011), but the Arctic response

in this newer version is somewhat weaker. In this sec-

tion we describe the simulated twenty-first-century changes

among major climatic variables, how they relate to each

other, and how CCSM4’s Arctic response compares

with CCSM3’s, based on the high-end RCP8.5 green-

house forcing scenario (section 1). The simulations

consist of a set of five ensemble members spanning the

years 2005–2100, which were initialized from the end of

five ‘‘twentieth century’’ simulations driven by tran-

siently varying anthropogenic forcing between the

years 1850 and 2005 (details in Gent et al. 2011). The

twentieth-century integrations were initialized from

randomly selected years near the end of a 1000-yr control

run that used stationary radiative forcings corresponding

to the year 1850.

a. Sea ice

The ice pack represents an integrative climatic variable

that is closely linked with temperature, precipitation,

clouds, salinity, and SLP (Vavrus et al. 2009; Higgins

and Cassano 2009; Deser et al. 2010). It also has tan-

gible impacts on polar ecosystems, navigation, mineral

exploration, and coastal erosion—as described in more

detail in ACIA (2005)—in addition to serving as per-

haps the most visible manifestation of Arctic climate

change. Although essentially all GCMs simulate reduced

ice cover under greenhouse forcing, models differ con-

siderably in their projected rates and magnitudes of

twenty-first-century ice loss (Stroeve et al. 2007; Zhang

and Walsh 2006; Arzel et al. 2006). In the RCP8.5 sce-

nario, CCSM4 simulates that a majority of the Arctic

(708–908N) will remain ice covered in the annual mean

until around 2040, followed by a dwindling ice pack to

around 30% coverage (annual average) by year 2100

(Fig. 1a). The ensemble-mean time series—and the

individual realizations—shows that the rate of projected

sea ice decline is relatively slow and linear until 2030, but

it increases during the rest of the century before slowing

down again in the 2090s. Also apparent is a nearly steady

decade of ice cover during the 2040s and a relatively rapid

decrease in the 2080s.

The concentration of most of the Arctic ice pack de-

clines 0.3 or more annually by the late twenty-first cen-

tury, but much larger ice losses (up to 0.6) occur in a

triangular region between Novaya Zemlya, Svalbard,

and Franz Josef Land, as well as substantial reductions

of up to 0.5 north of the Chukchi Sea (Fig. 1b). The

magnitude of the projected Arctic-wide sea ice loss varies

dramatically over the course of the year, with minimal

reductions of under 0.1 during the spring and maximum

declines in autumn. The most extreme absolute changes

occur during October and November, when ice concen-

tration is simulated to fall by 0.4 to 0.5 from late twentieth

to early twenty-first-century conditions (Fig. 1c).

There has been widespread interest in when the Arctic

Ocean might become seasonally ice free, amid sugges-

tions that this transition is likely to occur within a few

decades (Wang and Overland 2009). Based on a com-

monly used metric to define ice-free conditions (hemi-

spheric sea ice extent , 1 million km2), CCSM4 reaches

this point in its ensemble average around 2070 under

RCP8.5 forcing (Fig. 2). This transition occurs consid-

erably later than in CCSM3, which became seasonally

ice-free by 2050 (Holland et al. 2006) when forced by the

SRES A1B emissions scenario, which is almost the same
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as the A2 scenario through 2050. However, similar to the

CCSM3 model, the September ice loss is punctuated by

instances of very rapid retreat [i.e., rapid ice loss events

(RILEs)]. Applying the definition used in Holland et al.

(2006) to identify rapid reductions in ice cover, every

ensemble member exhibits RILEs that last from 3 to

5 yr. As discussed by Lawrence et al. (2008) and Vavrus

et al. (2010) for the CCSM3 model, these types of events

are accompanied by large changes in other climate vari-

ables, such as cloud increases and permafrost degrada-

tion. While a diagnosis of these relationships is beyond

the scope of the current manuscript, we expect that sim-

ilar behavior occurs in CCSM4. We also point out that

establishing the origin of RILEs is difficult, based on the

study of Holland et al. (2006), who found no evidence in

CCSM3 of a common precursor state that could be linked

to an ensuing event.

As discussed by Jahn et al. (2012), the present-day

Arctic ice thickness and distribution is well simulated by

CCSM4 compared to observations. Over the twenty-first

century, large changes occur in the Arctic ice mass

budget terms, including changing ice melt, ice growth,

and net divergence (transport to lower latitudes). As the

Arctic climate warms, enhanced melting is initially com-

pensated in part by enhanced sea ice growth, which re-

sults from the reduced insulating capacity of the thinning

ice cover (Bitz and Roe 2004). However, after approxi-

mately 2065, ice growth declines below late twentieth-

century values while at the same time, the negative ice

melt anomalies become smaller. The transition from

ice melt–driven volume reductions to ice growth–driven

volume reductions occurs when the Arctic has reached

a near-seasonally ice-free state (around 2070). At this

point, the maximum ice melt is realized and further

summer warming goes to increasing ocean mixed layer

temperatures, delaying the fall freeze-up and reducing

ice growth. These changes are reflected in the date of

minimum ice cover in one of the twentieth-century en-

semble simulations initialized in the year 1850 (Fig. 3a),

which becomes later as increased melting occurs into

the fall until seasonally ice-free conditions emerge. In-

terestingly, the timing of maximum sea ice extent during

late winter shows no trend (until very late century), but

displays considerable interannual variability (Fig. 3b).

These seasonal differences are consistent with the

FIG. 1. (a) Time series of annual mean Arctic average sea ice

concentration (708–908N) from 2005 to 2100 as simulated by each

ensemble member (thin lines) and the ensemble mean (thick line).

(b) Change in annually averaged, ensemble-mean Arctic sea ice

 
concentration between the late twenty-first century (2081–2100)

and late twentieth century (1981–2005). (c) Annual cycle of

ensemble-mean change in Arctic sea ice concentration (708–908N)

between the late twenty-first century and late twentieth century.
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sensitivity of hemispheric sea ice extent: the annual

minimum falls from around 7.5 3 106 km2 in the late

twentieth century (Jahn et al. 2012) to essentially 0 by

the end of the twenty-first century, whereas the annual

maximum extent only declines from 15.5 3 106 km2 to

11 3 106 km2 (24.5 3 106 km2 or 29%).

b. Temperature

The model produces an annual-mean, area-averaged

Arctic warming of around 8 K between 2005 and 2100

(Fig. 4a; linear trend 5 9.6 K) that is similar among all

the ensemble members. Even when averaged over five

ensemble members, the warming trend is not monotonic

throughout the century. There is no temperature increase

during the entire decade of the 2040s and only a slight

ensemble-mean warming in the 2090s. By contrast, the

temperature rises relatively rapidly during the 2030s and

2080s. This highly uneven warming trend even under the

most extreme RCP greenhouse-forcing scenario un-

derscores the strong internal variability of Arctic climate

FIG. 2. Time series of September ice extent from the five individual realizations (runs) and

(bottom right) the ensemble mean. Observations are in red, RILEs are shaded blue, and the

threshold value for defining ice-free conditions is labeled in pink. Data from before 2005 is in-

cluded from simulations of CCSM4’s transient twentieth-century simulations (Jahn et al. 2012).
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and demonstrates that a decade-long warming hiatus in the

future should not be surprising. Recent work has identified

a similar behavior in global-mean conditions (Easterling

and Wehner 2009), but the finding here indicates that an-

thropogenic greenhouse warming may also pause tempo-

rarily even in the Arctic, the region expected to experience

the most rapid and extreme temperature increases.

The spatial pattern of warming by the end of the

twenty-first century consists of a widespread area with

maximum temperature gains of 10 K over the Arctic

Ocean, as the warming strengthens poleward across most

of the region (Fig. 4b). Over the Greenland–Iceland–

Norwegian (GIN) Seas, the temperature increases ex-

hibit an east–west gradient: maximum warming of 8 K

east of Greenland (a location currently ice covered but

with large projected ice losses) and minimum warming

of 3 K above the perennially ice-free Norwegian Sea.

FIG. 3. Julian date of annual (a) minimum and (b) maximum sea

ice extent in the Northern Hemisphere from 1850 to 2100 in 1

ensemble member of the twentieth-century simulations.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 1, but for 2-m air temperature (Celsius).
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This mean-annual thermal response is comprised of

highly varying seasonal changes (Fig. 4c). Although the

areal-averaged Arctic temperature rises in all months,

the warming is strongest in late autumn–early winter

(November–January), when very large gains of 12–15 K

occur. By contrast, warming is less than 4 K during all

summer months, when the surface air temperature over

sea ice is constrained near the freezing point. These

seasonal variations are consistent with the timing of

surface–atmosphere temperature differences in the Arc-

tic and the annual cycle of ice-related changes in surface

heat fluxes, which typically maximize (minimize) during

autumn (summer) under greenhouse forcing (Sorteberg

et al. 2007; Vavrus et al. 2009).

The warming during winter [December–February

(DJF)] leads to a very substantial reduction in the extent

and strength of the near-surface temperature inversion.

The area poleward of 608N experiencing a wintertime

inversion shrinks from 84% in the late twentieth century

to 71% in the late twenty-first century. This area-averaged

change is affected much more by the contraction over

oceanic regions (from 69% to 44%), where sea ice loss

plays a dominant role, than over land (94%–89%).

Similarly, the strength of the wintertime temperature

inversion also responds dramatically as the climate warms,

especially over the ocean. Defined here as the model’s

Arctic-average temperature difference between the

warmest tropospheric level and the 2-m air temperature,

the inversion strength during DJF declines from 9.47 K

in the late twentieth century to 5.07 K by the late twenty-

first century (46% reduction). As expected, this area-

averaged weakening is much more pronounced over

the ocean (9.57–2.74 K 5 271%) than over land (9.44–

5.87 K 5 238%; this calculation only includes grid points

that experience a temperature inversion, thereby omit-

ting much of the GIN Seas).

c. Cloud cover

As is typical in greenhouse warming simulations, the

Arctic becomes cloudier in CCSM4. The annual-mean

total cloud amount rises substantially from just under

0.48 to around 0.60 (25%) between the start and end of

the twenty-first century (Fig. 5a), primarily due to more

low clouds (not shown). The time evolution of increasing

cloudiness is similar to the temperature (and sea ice) time

series, in that the secular trend is broken up by decade-

long intervals with nearly no cloud change during the

2040s and 2090s and that the trend shows little difference

among the five ensemble members.

The projected cloud changes vary strongly across the

Arctic, exhibiting a general poleward increase that is

strongly associated with the location of sea ice (Fig.

5b). This tight linkage between cloud increases and sea
FIG. 5. As in Fig. 1, but for cloud fraction.
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ice decreases was a common feature in the CMIP3 GCMs

and may represent a positive feedback due to the overall

warming effect of polar clouds (Vavrus et al. 2009, 2010).

Notice that the two small regions with the very largest

fractional cloud gains of 0.20 are collocated with the

maximum sea ice reductions (Fig. 1b).

Cloudier conditions are simulated in all months, but the

magnitude of the change varies greatly by season (Fig. 5c).

The most pronounced increases happen during the au-

tumn, particularly November and October, coinciding

with the maximum loss of ice cover and the largest

increases in surface evaporation (not shown). Arctic

clouds are known to provide strong radiative warming

to the surface during the three months when cloudiness

increases the most (October–December); therefore,

the timing of the simulated cloud increases in CCSM4

may be important for enhancing climate change.

d. Precipitation

The moister atmosphere is also more conducive to

precipitation, which increases annually in the Arctic

by over one-third during the course of the twenty-first

century (Fig. 6a). Similar to the transient response of the

other variables, the precipitation rise is not steady. Al-

though the muted changes seen in sea ice, temperature,

and cloudiness during the 2040s and 2090s are less evi-

dent in the precipitation field, this variable displays an

apparent step jump in the mid-2050s that separates two

similar rates of increase during the early and late halves

of the century. A scanning t test (Jiang and You 1996) on

the detrended precipitation time series using a 10-yr

window confirms a statistically significant increase during

the mid-2050s (peak at year 2056), but no other significant

transition at any other time in the record. All of the five

realizations comprising this ensemble average exhibit

positive t scores around this time, and three show pro-

nounced peaks, presumably due to a coincidental super-

position of internal variability.

The annual precipitation response also differs from

the other variables in terms of its spatial pattern, in that

the largest changes do not occur over the Arctic Ocean,

but rather over land (Fig. 6b). The greatest increases of

over 0.6 mm day21 are found in western Greenland, far

eastern Siberia, and especially Alaska, which experi-

ences the maximum precipitation gain of more than

0.8 mm day21 along its southern coast. By contrast, the

wetter polar climate is less pronounced over the Arctic

Ocean, where precipitation increases generally range

from 0.2 to 0.4 mm day21.

The annual cycle of Arctic precipitation change shows

a distinct seasonal variation (Fig. 6c). Relatively small

and consistent increases between 0.2 and 0.25 mm day21

(25%–35%) occur from March to July, after which time

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 1, but for precipitation (mm day21).
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the enhanced precipitation signal gradually strengthens

to a peak in November and secondarily in October

(0.5–0.55 mm day21, 50%–70%). Thus, even though

the Arctic precipitation response differs in certain ways

from other climatic variables, we find that the seasonal

timing of its maximum change during autumn is the

same as for ice cover, temperature, and clouds.

Although precipitation increases year-round, this does

not translate to an increased snow thickness on the Arctic

sea ice. The mean-annual snow depth on ice decreases

65% from 2005 to 2100, as the snowpack thins from an

early century value of 19–21 cm across ensemble mem-

bers to 6–8 cm. The decreasing snow cover may be caused

by the increasingly seasonal nature of the Arctic ice pack.

Sea ice is present for a smaller fraction of snowfall events,

in particular during early fall and winter, when the largest

seasonal gain in precipitation occurs. For example, twenty-

first-century snow depth during October–December de-

clines substantially from 16 to 2–3 cm (85% decrease).

This thinning reduces the insulation ability of the snow-

pack during the ice-growth period, thereby favoring

greater ice formation (negative feedback). During sum-

mer, however, the similarly large decrease in snow depth,

80%–100% among ensemble members, causes a sub-

stantial drop in albedo during the melt season and thus

acts as a positive feedback.

Over Arctic land areas (poleward of 708N) the area-

averaged, mean-annual reduction in twenty-first-century

snow depth (23%) is smaller than over sea ice, consisting

of declines that are greatest during autumn (40%) and

smallest during winter (,5%). However, the overall

trend toward less snow cover exhibits high spatial

variability. Some places, such as the near-coastal regions

of eastern Siberia and northwestern North America, ex-

perience annual decreases of over 25 cm, whereas the

snowpack thickens over much of northeastern Siberia by

up to 15 cm (Fig. 7). This area of increase is very similar

to that simulated by CCSM3 when driven by SRES A1B

emissions scenario (Alexander et al. 2010).

e. Sea level pressure

Related to the wetter future climate, SLP is projected

to fall over most of the Arctic. This variable, however,

exhibits the noisiest response and weakest signal, with

high interannual variability among the ensemble mem-

bers and even in the ensemble mean time series (Fig. 8a).

Despite this large internal variability, the area-averaged

downward trend in the Arctic’s annual-mean SLP

(21.5 hPa century21) is statistically significant at the

95% level, as are the trends in the other four featured

variables described above.

Despite the high temporal variability in the Arctic-

mean response, the spatial pattern of SLP change by late

century displays a fairly coherent structure of pressure

falls over the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 8b), which appear to

be associated with sea ice coverage. Decreased SLP of

at least 1 hPa mostly encompasses the late twentieth-

century ice pack (.50% mean-annual concentration),

while even greater reductions of 1.5 hPa span the majority

of the Arctic Ocean and largely overlap with the late

twenty-first-century, mean-annual ice pack (not shown).

The only prominent regions with increased pressure (up

to 1 hPa) are at high elevations over Greenland and

extreme northwestern North America.

Also bearing a similarity with sea ice and the other

variables, the strongest SLP response occurs during

autumn (Fig. 8c). Although SLP declines in all months,

the pressure falls by 3 hPa in November (and almost

as much in December) and also drops considerably

in October (1.6 hPa). These are times of the year with

a favorable combination of large fractional ice loss

(Fig. 1c) and high air–sea temperature contrast that

fosters upward motion associated with cyclonic flow.

One caveat is that CCSM4 has substantial seasonal SLP

biases: pressures are far too low over the Arctic in most

months, particularly during spring (de Boer et al. 2012).

We also examined how these time-mean changes in

SLP relate to differences in the tendency of extreme cy-

clones and anticyclones within the Arctic. For this anal-

ysis, we selected the highest and lowest SLP at any grid

point poleward of 508N—an expanded domain to include

the climatological Icelandic and Aleutian lows and the

Siberian high—at four different time scales: daily, monthly,

seasonal, and annual. Using this approach we identify the

maximum and minimum SLP over the greater Arctic

FIG. 7. Mean annual change in terrestrial snow depth (cm) be-

tween the late twenty-first century (2081–2100) and late twentieth

century (1981–2005).
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domain for each day, month, season, and year in the

simulation spanning the years 2005–2100. The summary

in Fig. 9 illustrates an interesting nonlinear response:

extreme cyclones become even stronger, at a rate ex-

ceeding the average SLP trend in each time scale (not

shown), but extreme anticyclones also become stronger

during the century. The trends in extreme cyclones are

more robust, however, exhibiting a larger magnitude and

more consistency in sign across time scales. These cyclone

changes are also more statistically significant: all trends

are significant at the 95% confidence level (accounting

for serial autocorrelation) except the springtime change,

which still meets the 90% threshold.

f. Arctic Ocean

The twenty-first-century warming trend in CCSM4

over most of the world’s oceans is strongest at the sur-

face and weakens with depth. The exception is the Arctic

Ocean, where the greatest temperature increases occur in

a layer between 100 and 1000 m that corresponds to the

depth of Atlantic inflow (Fig. 10). Here the warming

reaches a maximum of 2.5 K around 400 m in the late

twenty-first century. Conversely, the rate of warming is

much slower in the Arctic Ocean’s surface layer, with

a peak temperature gain of less than 0.5 K in the upper

50 m. This enhanced heating of the subsurface is unique

in the zonally averaged response across the tropics and

midlatitudes, but a weak form of it also occurs at high

southern latitudes near Antarctica. The cause of the
FIG. 8. As in Fig. 1, but for sea level pressure (hPa).

FIG. 9. Trends in extreme Arctic sea level pressure during the

twenty-first century for (white) maximum SLP and (black) mini-

mum SLP (hPa century21) over the entire 508–908N domain. All

trends are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level, ex-

cept those denoted by asterisks.
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Arctic’s strong thermal expression at intermediate depths

is a substantial warming of Atlantic water masses entering

the Arctic Ocean (more than 2.5 K over the twenty-first

century), rather than an increase in the volumetric import

of Atlantic water (not shown).

In addition to the simulated warming, the upper Arctic

Ocean also becomes fresher (by up to 1.4 PSU; Fig. 10),

due to increased input of freshwater (FW) from runoff

and precipitation, the inflow of fresher Pacific water, and

the melting of sea ice. This freshening of the Arctic Ocean

translates to a 28% increase in the liquid FW storage over

the upper 250 m. At the same time, decreasing ice vol-

ume causes 80% less FW storage in Arctic sea ice, so that

the net (solid plus liquid) FW storage in the Arctic Ocean

increases by 9%.

In addition to this gain in FW storage, the total FW

export from the Arctic Ocean also increases (by 17%;

Fig. 11). The increase of the liquid FW exported through

Fram Strait is larger than the increase of the liquid FW

export through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA),

but these changes are partially balanced by a strong de-

crease in the solid FW export, primarily though Fram

Strait (Figs. 11a,b). While the volume export increases

in Fram Strait over the twenty-first century, the volume

export through the CAA decreases over the twenty-

first century, especially after 2070. As the FW content

of the exported water in the CAA is increasing over the

same period, these competing influences lead to a net

increase in the liquid FW export through the CAA until

around 2070 with a slow decrease thereafter (Fig. 11a).

The Fram Strait liquid FW export, on the other hand, is

still increasing at the end of the twenty-first century, as

both the volume export and the freshwater content of

the exported water continue to increase.

FIG. 10. Vertical profiles of (a) potential temperature (Celsius) and (b) salinity (psu) in the

central Arctic Ocean (808–908N) for the ensemble-mean simulation of the late twentieth

century (1981–2005, gray solid line) and the late twenty-first century (2081–2100, black dashed

line). The gray shading around the lines for the two ensemble means shows the range of in-

dividual ensemble members.

FIG. 11. Ensemble-mean freshwater (FW) transports (km3 yr21) through Fram Strait (darker) and the CAA (lighter), with the range of

the fluxes in the five individual ensemble members shaded. (a) The liquid part of the FW flux, (b) the solid FW flux, and (c) the combined

total FW flux. The transports are net fluxes over the full depth of the straits, combining positive and negative fluxes where applicable. All

fluxes shown here are exports of FW from the Arctic Ocean and are calculated relative to a reference salinity of 34.8 psu.
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Overall, the changes in the FW export lead to a fresh-

ening of the Labrador Sea, but not the interior Greenland

Sea. The fresher Labrador Sea is one factor that has the

potential to decrease deep-water formation in that re-

gion, and the model indeed indicates that the maximum

mixed layer depth in the Labrador Sea is reduced by

over 500 m by the end of the twenty-first century

compared to 1981–2005 (not shown), with the largest

changes occurring during the second half of the twenty-

first century. This weakening of Labrador Sea convec-

tion over the twenty-first century might well be the

reason for the simulated decrease of the volume flux

through the CAA after 2070, as studies have shown that

the volume export through the CAA is strongly influ-

enced by changes in sea surface height in Baffin Bay

(Jahn et al. 2010; Houssais and Herbaut 2011). A similar

response of the CAA volume flux to a weakening of

convection in the Labrador Sea is also seen in a glacial

inception paleoclimate simulation with CCSM4 (Jochum

et al. 2012).

g. Comparison with CCSM3

To put CCSM4’s Arctic response into perspective, we

now compare it with its previous model version, CCSM3.

Unfortunately, an exact comparison using any of the new

RCP radiative scenarios is not possible, because CCSM3

was driven by the SRES emissions scenarios (Nakicenovic

et al. 2000), which have different radiative forcing trajec-

tories. We can, however, make an approximate compari-

son by choosing a similar SRES scenario for an available

CCSM3 simulation. In the case of the RCP8.5 used in

this study, the SRES A2 scenario comes closest by ex-

hibiting a CO2 concentration of 830 ppm in the year

2100, compared with slightly over 900 ppm in RCP8.5,

and a radiative forcing of 8.0 W m22 by 2100 versus

8.5 W m22 in RCP8.5 (relative to preindustrial values;

Meehl et al. 2007; Meinshausen et al. 2011). In this

section we compare the twenty-first-century climate

trends between CCSM4’s RCP8.5 simulation spanning

the years 2005–2100 and CCSM3’s A2 simulation from

2000 to 2100. All quantities are given by the linear trends

per century by prorating the magnitude of changes in

CCSM4’s 95-yr run. A comparison between model ver-

sions is provided in Table 1.

We mention here a few noteworthy differences in the

late twentieth-century control simulations between the

two versions that should be borne in mind in interpreting

the future trends. CCSM4 is colder than CCSM3 in

the annual mean by almost 3 K, primarily because of

a colder winter climate. This difference is consistent

with a slightly larger amount of Arctic sea ice coverage

(;10% more annually). The annual-mean SLP aver-

aged across the Arctic is several hectopascals too low

in both versions, but this bias is mitigated somewhat in

CCSM4. Although precipitation amounts in CCSM4

and CCSM3 are nearly the same and exhibit a wet

bias, the cloudiness is much less in CCSM4, especially

during winter (mean annual Arctic cloud coverage of

47% in CCSM4 vs 65% in CCSM3). The new model

version contains the freeze-dry cloud parameterization

(Vavrus and Waliser 2008), which lowers the model’s

standard prognostic cloud concentration under very dry

atmospheric conditions typical of polar winter. This

scheme was designed to remedy CCSM3’s excessive

wintertime Arctic clouds, but promotes too little

cloudiness over this region in CCSM4 when combined

with the new version’s negative low cloud bias (Kay

et al. 2012). More information on CCSM4’s atmo-

spheric biases in the Arctic can be found in de Boer

et al. (2012).

Although the global-mean warming trend (2-m air

temperature) in CCSM4 is 0.5 K larger than in CCSM3,

the Arctic-mean temperature rises slightly less (0.17 K),

resulting in a 16% weaker Arctic amplification. The sign

of the twenty-first-century changes among all the var-

iables is consistent between model versions, but the

magnitude of the trends is smaller in CCSM4 except for

cloudiness (Table 1). The 16% weaker response of Arctic

ice concentration matches the difference in Arctic am-

plification, while the precipitation increase is only slightly

less (8%) in CCSM4. Conversely, the Arctic-wide fall

in sea level pressure is much less (about half), but the

increase in cloudiness is much larger (over 80% more).

The stronger cloud response in CCSM4 is probably

caused by its new freeze-dry cloud parameterization,

TABLE 1. Projected twenty-first-century, ensemble-mean, linear

trends in Arctic and global climate in CCSM4 (RCP8.5 forcing)

and CCSM3 (SRES A2 scenario). All values are annual means per

century, and the Arctic domain is averaged poleward of 708N. Five

ensemble members are used, except four members for SLP and

precipitation in CCSM3 due to limited output availability. The

standard deviation among the five ensemble members in CCSM4 is

given in parentheses.

CCSM4 RCP8.5

2005–2100

CCSM3 A2

2000–2100

Global surface air

temperature (K)

4.03 (0.06) 3.53

Arctic surface air

temperature (K)

9.57 (0.45) 9.74

Arctic amplification 2.37 (0.10) 2.76

Arctic ice fraction 20.285 (0.016) 20.340

Arctic precipitation

(mm day21)

0.381 (0.015) 0.411

Arctic SLP (hPa) 21.49 (1.01) 23.10

Arctic total cloud

fraction

0.150 (0.004) 0.082
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which reduces the fraction of low clouds under ex-

tremely dry conditions typical of winter in the present-

day Arctic climate (Vavrus and Waliser 2008). As

greenhouse warming increases the moisture content of

the polar atmosphere, the freeze-dry parameterization is

activated less often and thus the predicted cloud amount

more often reaches the higher value determined by the

ambient relative humidity. As shown in Table 1,

CCSM4’s future trends are very similar among ensemble

members, except for the expected greater internal vari-

ability of SLP (coefficient of variation 5 0.67).

The changes in FW export and storage and deep con-

vection generally agree with those from CCSM3 repor-

ted by Holland et al. (2006), except that the newly opened

Nares Strait in CCSM4 allows the FW export through the

Canadian Arctic Archipelago to be larger (the previous

version had only one idealized channel opening through

the archipelago and therefore too much FW leaving the

Arctic through Fram Strait).

4. Discussion and conclusions

In presenting the highlights of CCSM4’s Arctic cli-

mate response to strong greenhouse forcing (8.5 W m22

radiative forcing by year 2100), we find no major sur-

prises. In keeping with the changes commonly simulated

by the CMIP3 GCMs (e.g., Chapman and Walsh 2007;

Kattsov et al. 2007; Holland et al. 2010), this new model

projects a warmer, wetter, cloudier, and stormier future

with much less sea ice. The high correlation among the

variables comprising these changes—temperature, precipi-

tation, cloudiness, air pressure, and ice concentration—

suggests that their close coupling collectively represents

a fingerprint of Arctic climate change. We expect that this

fingerprint is qualitatively independent of the greenhouse

forcing magnitude, but the climatic response presented

here for the high-end RCP8.5 scenario is undoubtedly

more pronounced than CCSM4’s simulation with the

low-end RCP2.5 or the moderate 4.5 cases. Although

space and time constraints precluded a complete anal-

ysis of the Arctic’s response to every RCP scenario, the

climate changes described here are probably roughly

proportional to the weaker radiative forcing in the other

cases. We base this assumption on the linear relationship

between radiative forcing and the transient global mean

air temperature response in observations and simulations

(Gregory and Forster 2008).

Despite the generally expected greenhouse-induced

trends simulated by CCSM4, several noteworthy points

emerge from our analysis, as summarized below.

d Autumn is likely to become the season of most pro-

nounced Arctic climate change in coming decades.

Among all the primary variables featured in this study,

the largest changes by late century occur during au-

tumn. November is the single most responsive month,

when four the five variables show their strongest signal

and October is second highest. Other greenhouse-

warming studies have also reported a heightened sensi-

tivity of individual climatic components during that

season, such as sea ice (Zhang and Walsh 2006), tem-

perature (Chapman and Walsh 2007), energy fluxes

(Sorteberg et al. 2007), and clouds (Vavrus et al.

2009), but our study synthesizes and compares these

changes among multiple variables.
d The Arctic climate response in CCSM4 is generally

weaker than under comparable greenhouse forcing in

CCSM3 (16% smaller Arctic amplification), despite

greater global warming in the new model version.

Changes in Arctic air temperature, precipitation, sea

ice area, and sea level pressure are smaller in CCSM4.

The increase in cloudiness is enhanced in CCSM4,

probably due to the manner in which cloud fraction is

calculated with the new freeze-dry parameterization.
d The changes in most variables are very similar among

the five ensemble members, but SLP displays consid-

erable variability from one realization to another (Fig.

8a). Even SLP, however, exhibits a downward trend

across all ensemble members in the Arctic-mean re-

sponse over the twenty-first century.
d The Arctic Ocean becomes seasonally ice free around

2070 in the RCP8.5 ensemble mean, if we base the

date on the commonly used threshold of less than

1 million km2 sea ice extent in September. This

transition occurs considerably later than the late 2030s

estimate derived from a collection of CMIP3 models

(Wang and Overland 2009) and also delayed in com-

parison with the ensemble-mean date around 2050 in

CCSM3 (Holland et al. 2006).
d Based on a commonly used metric to define the Arctic

region—the area encompassing the 108C July surface

air temperature isotherm—the Arctic becomes about

40% smaller during the twenty-first century. Using

a linear trend for this metric, the decrease is 44%

between 2005 and 2100, while comparing the average

area during the first and last decade of this interval

(2091–2100 vs 2005–14) yields a drop of 38%. Almost

all of this shrinkage occurs over ocean regions, espe-

cially the Bering Sea and Sea of Okhotsk. The 108C

July isotherm completely encloses these two seas in

the early twenty-first century, but retreats to just north

of the Bering Strait by the 2090s, probably as a conse-

quence of the dramatic contraction in sea ice extent in

these regions.
d An important finding is a simulated pause in the secular

climate trends during decade-long stretches in the
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2040s and to a lesser extent in the 2090s, a manifes-

tation of climatic ‘‘noise’’ that occurs without any

attributable external forcing. This behavior occurs in

spite of averaging over five ensemble members and

is most apparent for temperature, ice concentration,

and cloudiness. Although other decadal warming hia-

tuses on a global scale have been observed in recent

years and simulated for future conditions (Easterling

and Wehner 2009), its manifestation over the Arctic is

remarkable because it occurs under the most extreme

RCP greenhouse forcing and in the most climatically

responsive region of the world. This result underscores

the importance of natural decadal variability; therefore,

the absence of a future Arctic warming trend on this

time scale should not be taken as a refutation of

greenhouse forcing.
d The simulated trend toward stronger extreme Arctic

cyclones is a robust result, statistically significant on all

relevant time scales (daily, monthly, seasonal, and

annual). In combination with the long-term simulated

decline in mean SLP and the large projected decrease

in sea ice cover, the enhanced storminess implies greater

wave activity in Arctic seas that should lead to in-

creasing coastal erosion. The rate of coastal erosion

has already been increasing in the Arctic during the

past few decades (ACIA 2005).
d The structure of the Arctic Ocean changes in a strongly

depth-dependent manner. Pronounced warming of 2 K

in intermediate layers, due to an upstream warming

of imported Atlantic water, is overlain by only small

temperature increases near the surface. Conversely,

salinity changes are minimal at intermediate depths

but substantial near the surface, where freshening of

over 1.0 PSU occurs in the central Arctic.
d The primary focus of this study is on mean Arctic

climate changes during the rest of the century. Al-

though we have discussed the role of decadal variabil-

ity and extreme cyclones, we have not explored major

modes of variability such as the Arctic Oscillation and

how these might change under greenhouse forcing.

While such questions are important and bear on the

precise trajectory of future Arctic climatic conditions,

we leave this topic for future studies with CCSM4.
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